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YouTube: A Tale as Old as Time 

In 2004, the idea of sharing videos via the internet was completely absurd. The internet was                 

mainly used to look for information and send emails or instant messages. This inspired Chad               

Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim to create YouTube - a platform that allows its user to                 

upload, view, rate, share, report videos, comment on videos, and subscribe to other users. Google               

recognised the potential of this platform and purchased it in 2006 only a year after its creation.                 

The platform has over two billion users, both viewers and content creators. The first video that                

was uploaded on YouTube was a video documenting a visit to the zoo by Jawed Karim - one of                   

the founders of the platform. In the beginning days of YouTube, the videos were mainly short,                

funny videos that were made by everyday individuals who had no prior training in this field. But                 

in the past five years the content that is posted on the website has completely changed and most                  

people say it’s for the worst. Currently some trends on the platform like flex culture, drama                

channels and prank culture etc have many detrimental effects on the user’s mental and physical               

well being. Many users are negatively affected because of this. The progression of YouTube              

from a hobby to a business has led the creators on the platform to post videos that perpetuate                  

negative ideas, thoughts, aims and lifestyle which impacts the online and offline lives of the               

viewers.  

YouTube, as a platform, is very influential to the behaviour and attitudes of young               

people, but is this influence positive or negative ? Crystal Abidin in her book Internet Celebrity :                 



Understanding Fame Online (2018) defined influencers as “a model of marketing and            

advertising that targets key individuals who exert influence over a large pool of potential              

customers.” (72) Influencers hold a huge amount of power in their hands and YouTube gives               

them a platform through which they are able to communicate their thoughts, ideas and opinions               

which perpetuate a specific type of behaviour and attitude that their viewers buy into without               

questions. An example of this can be seen in a trend on the platform called flex culture. Flexing                  

is basically flaunting your wealth or assets on the internet. This includes videos like Losing My                

$60,000 Birkin While Buying Drugstore Makeup by Jeffree Star, I Spent $1 Million Dollars On               

This Vacation by Jake Paul and Paying My Twin $10,000 Every Time We Argue by Dolan                

Twins. Now one might wonder, why is this harmful to our mental health ? This gauche display                 

of consumeristic wealth shows people that money and happiness are replaceable. It instills             

unrealistic values and goals in the minds of young people. This leads the viewers to chase this                 

impractical capitalistic view of success. One might assume that altruistic videos like I Gave My               

40,000,000th Subscriber 40 Cars by Mr. Beast instills values that are better than the              

aforementioned one, but this is in fact not true. “ "What's queasy about it is that it's a very showy                    

means of being generous," says Lara Aknin, a social psychologist who studies altruism at Simon               

Fraser University. "People who stand to gain from a kind deed are seen as worse than people                 

who do nothing." ” (Ellis, 2019, p. 3) YouTubers are like the spokespeople for consumeristic and                

materialistic values in the modern world. Therefore any videos that flaunt another person's             

wealth is extremely harmful to our mental and emotional well being.  

We have already looked into how YouTube affects our mental and emotional well beings               

but what about our buying patterns ? How does YouTube’s commercial side affect the buying               

patterns of it’s adolescent users ? A study conducted by Westenberg in 2016 looked into this                
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phenomenon. In this study, all the participants were interviewed face-by-face. The interview            

questions focused on four themes: (1) behavior, (2) identification, (3) influences and (4)             

awareness. The study found that “teenagers are not aware of their buying behavior influenced by               

YouTubers.” (22) They recognized promoted or monetized content on the platform but weren’t             

aware of how it affects their spending habits. But what’s interesting about this study is that                

YouTubers admit that they do have influence on what teenagers wear even though teenagers              

have denied this. Even though users don’t imitate what the Influencers wear, they purchase their               

merchandise and products that they put out. Merchandise from youtubers have a huge profit              

margin and this isolates other brands that don’t have an online presence. There have also been                

instances where YouTubers copy other lesser known brands and are not held accountable for              

their actions. Therefore YouTube culture doesn’t necessarily only hurt it’s users but also people              

who don’t watch these videos are affected.  

YouTube is a cesspit for misinformation and clickbait. Many users on the platform can’t               

tell the difference between opinion and facts and this is where the lines between truth and lies are                  

blurred. This is evident in how the users on the platform dealt with the concept of cooking with                  

cannabis. The American Journal of Medicine studied the practice of cooking with cannabis i.e              

making edibles through YouTube over a 2 month period during which data was collected by               

searching for videos on YouTube's search engine using twelve terms relating to            

marijuana/cannabis edibles. These videos were collectively viewed 15,559,614 times; the mean           

number of views per video was 129,663. A total of 25 videos (20.8%) had warnings associated                

with cooking using cannabis (e.g., potency of THC, danger to children,and risk of accidental              

overdose). “Although few contained inaccurate or dangerous information (e.g., “you cannot           

overdose on cannabis”); the majority of videos did not describe the amount of potency of the                



cannabis ingredient used in cooking.)” (Ouellette et al., 2018, 1) This is incredibly dangerous              

because this level of ignorance and incompetence can lead to people losing their lives.              

Misinformation is rampant on the platform and until recently YouTube made no efforts to keep               

this in check. Misinformation is only checked when it deals with topics like the COVID - 19                 

virus or the 2020 US Presidential election. But what about other topics that have detrimental               

effects on viewers ? This is something that affects the online and offline lives of viewers. They                 

jump to wrong conclusions because they aren’t aware of all the facts. This in turn leads them to                  

spread misinformation to other people and cloud their judgement. 

Clickbait is another example of how YouTube misleads viewers using misinformation.            

YouTubers are notorious for their use of clickbait to increase the views on their videos by a                 

substantial amount. David Dobrik, one of the most famous vloggers on the platform, has credited               

all of his success to the phenomenon of clickbait. He has even made merchandise with this very                 

word on it, this is just an example of how much YouTubers rely on clickbait to boost their views.                   

For YouTubers this is normal, they do this because it is their job and it is seen as a norm on the                      

internet, but how does it affect the lives of people that view this content ? Content like this leads                   

people to believe that we live in a world where everything must either be glamorous or surprising                 

in order to be successful. We cannot discount the fact that YouTube has done a lot for the career                   

of people who enjoy creating these videos and giving us a glimpse into their soul but does the                  

good outweigh the bad ? Is it ethical that these YouTubers mislead us to watch their videos and                  

not give us what we were promised ? YouTube must do something to regulate this type of                 

content because it gives out a wrong message to everyone.  

YouTube at the end of the day is a company and it’s first priority will always be to                   

increase its profit margins. Praticia Aufderheide’s The Daily Planet gives us a critical glimpse              



into the study of media literacy. Her fourth point “Media have commercial implications” (2000,              

p. 306) is highly relevant to YouTube as a platform. Are the people who work at YouTube aware                  

of the areas of concern that are listed above ? If they are, why don’t they do anything to change                    

this culture ? The answer is simple. YouTube is a 15 billion a year business and it can also be                    

unofficially considered a monopoly as it is one of the only platforms of its kind. Content that is                  

stated above brings viewers back to the platform thus increasing time that is spent on the                

platform. Misinformation is a YouTube staple because it keeps people waiting to view something              

that is referenced in the title of the video and most often their needs aren't met but they still view                    

the entire video increasing the amount of screen time on YouTube.  

Now we can’t disregard the good that the platform has done. The YouTube comment               

section is a virtual island where people from all over the world with similar interests can                

assemble and have a spirited conversation. It allows amateur video creators to really hone their               

skills. But does the good outweigh the bad ? Is it worth all the trouble ? Even when we view the                     

platform as just a means for entertainment - and not as a place for information - we are faced                   

with videos of people who propagate values that aren’t always considered good. The company              

must come up with a solution to solve these ideological issues.  
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